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VSD Low Speed Wind Tunnel(15 "by 20-foot
Test Section)
21* April - 2 toy 1973
6. 60 pound per square foot
61.75 hours
HAS 9-12731
NASA Test Representative E. B. Cnanibliss
VSD Test Engineer R. H. Oldenbuttel '
Test Objective . :
The purpose of this test was to determine the longitudinal and lateral-







; II. TEST FACILITY. MODEL, AMD INSTIKJE-3MTATION
Test -Facility •
The Vought Systems Division low Speed Wind Tunnel is a horizontal,
single-return facility having tandem test sections of 7 by 10 and 15
"by 20 feet. The test dynamic pressure is generated by a 20-foot
diameter^  six-blade, fixed-pitch proprller which is driven by a JL500-
horsepower electric motor. Test velocities of 230 and 52 Mies per
hour can be obtained in the 7 "by 10 and 15 by 20-foot test sections,
respectively.
Model -
The basic 0.050 scale model of the KASA-JSC Shuttle Orbiter 089B
consisted of a wood fuselage with machined aluminum wing spars and
vertical fin. All wood surfaces were covered with a layer of glass
fiber for added strength.
The fuselage contained a stainless steel beam which was fastened to
the adapter of the VSD VTB-6 internal strain-gage balance. An
electrolytic bubble package which was used to measure model pitch
angles was installed in the model adjacent to the root section of the
left wing. :. •'"'.'
The wing assembly was fastened to the fuselage support block. The
elevens were machined of aluminum and were attached to the wing spars
by spanwise steel rods. The inboard end of the rods were attached to
manually adjustable deflection brackets.
Two sizes of horizontal tails were tested at a high and low position
on the aft fuselage section. Other configurations tested were gothic
canards which were mounted to the forward section of the fuselage and






II. TSST FACILITY, MODEL, AMD IKsraUMEHTATIONfcont'd) ' .
section of the'ving.
The model was installed in the test section on the VSD VTB-6 internal
strain gage balance. The balance was fastened to a straight sting
which was attached to the offset sting adapter(IST289, sheet 3) of the
standard support systen.
Transition strips of Humber 36 grit were applied to the upper and
lower surfaces of the wings and horizontal tails; both sides of the
vertical tail and to the fuselage nose. The grit strips varied in
width fron 0.125 to 0.188 inches and were applied at 10 percent chord.
Instrumentation
The forces and moments on the model were measured with the VTB-6
internal strain gage balance. The balance was installed such that it
was rolled -90 degrees with respect to the modeL This was done to
use the more sensitive balance side force gages to measure model
normal force and pitching moment.
The model geometric angle of attack was set with gravity-sensing,
electrolytic levels. The levels were fastened to a bracket which was
mounted to the fuselage beam adjacent to the left wing. A separate
level was used to measure each angle of attack.
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II. TEST FACILITY._ MODEL. AiTD INSTRlKE?rTATICKi(cont'd)
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Figure 9, Gothic Canard






II. EST FACILITY. MODEL, AND Ilg.TRU '^g.'vT
Figure 11. Axle-Koanted Horizontal Tails^ and H





II. TEST FACILITY. MOD5L. A.'P I??ai'Rl£SUTATION(cont'd)
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III. TSST PROCEDURE AND KSSUUS.
The O.O50 scale model of the 1IASA-JSC .089B Shuttle Qrbiter was tested .
in the Vought Systems Division 15 by 20-foot test section of the Low
Speed Wind Tunnel. The test was conducted during the period of 2.k April
to 2 May 1973.
A total of 103 data runs was made which consisted of pitch runs through
a range from zero to 28 degrees at a zero yaw angle and yaw. runs from
p = -6 to +6 degrees while at fixed pitch angles of 0,l*,10,l6 or 20
degrees. The entire test was run at a freestream dynanic pressure of
6.60 pounds per square foot with the model at the center of the test
section.
At each data point, data from the VTB-6 internal strain gage balance
was sampled with the digital data system. Also recorded were the
model angles of pitch and yaw and the test section static pressure.
The results of this test are presented in the form of tabulated aero-





















IV. HggNCIATURS AKD S^
Description . . '•
Model geometric angle of attack, degrees
Model geometric yaw 'angle, degrees
Wing span, feet
Buttock line, inches •
Mean geometric chord, inches




Rolling moment coefficient, rolling moment/qSb
Pitching jccment coefficient, pitching moment/<iS5
Honnal force coefficient, 11/qS
Yawing moment coefficient, yawing noaent/qS
Side force coefficient, side force/qS
Fuselage station, inches
Moment reference center, inches
Test section static -pressure . ' , . - . ,
• • '
Test dynamic pressure corrected for blockage and com-
pressibility, pounds per square foot
Reynolds number per foot
King area, square feet -
Test section temperature, degrees Fahrenheit






IS)V°li-t^>' AERONAUTICS REPORT NO. .
PAGE NO
IV. • NCy.SKCIA'T'HH: A?~) BY7-SOI5(cont'
(&OA body with/a U.Uj-inch-aft end extension*
f^ fef if
f^ ^ !•£•
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. • • . ' , -" . , . Horizontal tail fairings.
GCT Gothic canard located in the forward position such that the
trailing edge of the canard vras located 22.50 inches forward







A?'JH3 A:iD j?Y;rBOT;S(cont'd) ' ' : • •
 ; • • ' • ' ; . . : - ' .
•Gothic canard located in'the raid position such that the.trailing
edge of the. canard'was .located 20.6. inches forward iof the .'inter-
section, of the wing and glove leading ed^es^ - " : ' ~ • .-'. '' •• "
Gothic canard located in the aft position each that the trailing
edge of the canard was located••17.50.inches, forward of the inter-
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'A = 1; tail in Icrrf position counted- to axle which passes
;tftrou€h fuselage
X =.-2; one-piece tail(having saie planfoya as tail in larf
• '.. ' '. ' ' position) mounted to top of .fuselage.
Additional superscript. "Y"' denotes ''.incidence, degjees
'?••}
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'IV. KOM^CIATIJTI? AHD SYKSOCH (cor.C*d) ' .'•"'.'•• -. ' . • ' ' . ' ' .
y v " • • • •' -. . . • ' • -
If.,;!, . large horizontal tail. . Subscript "?" denotes roox fairing.
;. •";••'. :."-,.-' '-' Superscript i:X" denotes vertical location as' follows:' - .. .-
X a 1> tail.in low position mounted.t6. ajcle which passes,
.through fuselage
'X =-2 ; .onei-piece.tail(baving same plani'orai as tail, in Io\-;
position) .moonted to ,top of .fuselage





.IV. ,-. Ha-lSflCIATliaS AlvD_ SYMBOLS(cont *d) . •' ' •: " • • ' , • ; .'. . ' V - ' . • " -. •
SC, - "" " "Switch-blade canard located et.leading edge, of wing glove and
'having a sweep-back angle of 62•degrees.
Switch-blade canard located.at - leading edge:of -ving glove and
..having a sweep-pack angle of 1*5 degrees. ."'. '•'/- -f.-;-.': :~y.':-:.,.f- •'•'"'• •
ORIGINAL PAGE ES
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CIATUriE Alffl. S':1.50L3(cont'd) ' ' • • ' . - • . '
Svitch-biaie canard.located at leading edge of,wing glove and









Basic vin,3 v?ith no clove.









IV. KOX2MCIATURS ATED SYN- (cont'd)
.MODEL SICIT
FORCE DIAGRAM - BODY AXES
SURFACE DEFLECTIONS AND SIOW COHVEKTIONS i
The deflection of all movable surfaces is defined ae the acute angle
betveen adjacent codel reference planes measured perpendicular to the
hinge line. A positive deflection of a curface in a horizontal plane
(nodel upright) places the trailing edge of the surface down. A
pocitivc deflection of a surface in the vertical plane of the model




V. MODEL DB3NSICHAL DATA








Gothic Canard ~ GCj, GCp, GC-
Area exposed per side, square inches
Semi span exposed, inches
Root chord exposed, inches




















































. PAGE NO. _£3_
V. MODEL DE-£f;oTOHAL DATA(cont'd)
Switch-Blade ;Ce'nardc"..r-' SC^, SC2, SC,
Area, square inches
Sweep-back angle at leading edge,
degrees :'• ":':&"








Sweep-back of leading edge, degrees
Sweep-back of trailing edge, degrees














Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0.000
Sweep-back Angle at Leading
edge, degrees 35.000
MAC, inches 4 25.355
Fuselage station, of- 0.25 MAC,
inches U9.670
Break, inches —
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Raw counts from the VTB-6 internal strain-gage balance were converted .
to six-component force and moment data(lift, drag, pitching moment, side
force, yawing moment, and rolling moment) and reduced to coefficients.
The data were resolved about the model moment reference center-and
referenced to body and stability axes. Corrections were made -for the
effects of solid and wake blockage and static weight tares. The
balance was installed such that it was rolled -90 degrees with respect
to the model.
Data Reduction Factors ... *
S = 1231.200 inches2 •
5 = -25.355 inches : . -
to ** 55«790 inches
q = 6.60 pounds per square foot
Balance "d" Distances .
 ;














Blockage and Compressibility Correction :
The blockage and compressibility corrections vere combined into one
expression end applied to q. (piezometer differential pressure).





q . = piezometer differential pressure, inches of water
q = desired test dynamic pressure, pounds .per square foot
q /o .
 n = piezoineter calibratipn factor , "
f- ' '
1 + M/U = compressibility correction term where M = Mach Nuaber-
1 + ££, Solid and wake blockage correction
1 Model frontal Area
IT Test section cross-sectional area
Body to Stability Axes Transfer Equations (0
fflOOLGl Q Degrees)
cos a sin 0 - C. sin aCM cos a cos 0 - CY
» '
 B
C. cos a + C.T sin a cos 0 - C,, sin a sinA K_ • • Y_ -.NB
C " C -cos 0 - b/£ C_^ sin 0 -
CL. -• (L, cos 0 + Cjj-sin 0 '' '
C • C cos or cos 0 + c/b C cos a sin 0 - C. sin a
s ''B '"B "^
C, = C. cos a + C sin a cos 0 + c/b C sin a sin 0





PAGE NO. '. 3.2
LSV.'T U22
VIII. DATA PRSSENTATION
Item Ko. . • Page No.
1 Test Run Index 33
. 2 Tabulated Data Column Heading Notation. ... "38
3 Tabulated Data
Stability Axes Coefficient Data 39
Body Axes Coefficient Data. ......... lU2
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. . . ' ' ' TA33UIA?5D DATA ' •
Column Heeding Notation - .
v
ALPHA Model geometric angle of attack, degrees -
BSTA Model geometric sideslip angle, degrees
CA Axial force coefficient, axial force/qS
CD Drag coefficient, drag/qS '
CL lift coefficient, lift/qS
CM Pitching moment coefficient, pitching moment/qSc
CN Kormal force coefficient, normal force/qS
CQNF Model configuration .
CRM Rolling conent coefficient, rolling moment/qSb
CY Side force coefficient, side force/qS
CYM Yawing moment coefficient, yawing moment/qSb
L/D Ratio of lift to drag . ,
MACH Freestream Kach Number r .
PO Ambient static pressure, pounds per square inch absolute
PT Data point number • '
QPSF Test dynamic pressure corrected for blockage and compres-
sibility, pounds per square foot
RH/FT Reynolds number "per foot •.-" r i
.
 (
.TEMP Test section temperature, degrees Fahrenheit • • " . ' • •




Kfl'tIRT MO. LS'4T 422
PflGE NO. '
VSO LOW SPEED KIND TOWEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
S T A T I C TAR6 1
OPSF = 6.60
TEMP - 101.

























































































































































































































VSD LOW SPFEU WIND TUNNEL TEST 422




RN/MX.10-6= 0,43«609 VEL-FPS= 76.306
CONF = W 2 B 1 V 1 E ( 0 )














































































































































-T-XJ-*—' £r. .-u i'.iit-;*>«?ic*siS;_ii u-^ i'-JsiiS
e
i
. VSD LOW SPEEO W I N D
S T A B I L I T Y
S T A T I C TARE 0 .
()PSF a 6.60
T E M P = 1 0 5 . ' • • ' - .
RN/HTX10-6= 0.438.437 VEL-f : PS=
•it* J^^^i ,^ [ .;-Ei^Ti- -i-, r.-. »»j«_.fc:E^f-.-"r -"•«.-.**•-•'* . . . .
REIHWT NO. LSHT 422
P A G E MO. O'li "
T U M N H L TEST 422
A X E S , . : . , ~ -
04/27/73
RON NO. 3 ..
P0= 14.4401
76.336 MACH= .0.0683
CONF= W 2 B 1 V 1 E - ( O J






















































































6 . v 7 1 A
6.^277
6 . V 4 1 7









VSD LOW SPHED WINI1 TUNNEL TEST 422









CONF = W 2 8 1 V 1 E C O )




































































































REPORT NO. LS'-fT 422
PAGE- MO.
VSD LOU SPEED W I N D TUNNEL TEST 422






. RUN NO. 5
PD= 14.4401
VEL-rFPS= 76.441 MACH= 0.0683
CONF= W2B1V1E(0)



























































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE .NO. Q j i
VSD LOU SPEED WIND TU'INEL T E S T 422
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.ORI^ NAL PAGE 5S
;OF POOR QU3LOT
REPORT HO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. .
VSD LOW SPEED 1-flND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXFS
STATIC T A R E 1
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 8 7 . • '
RN/FTX10-6= 0.457119 VFL-FPS= 75.076
CONF= H2B1V1E(-10)





































































































































































REPORT fMO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. .
VSD LOW SPfr'ED WIf ;D TUNNEL TEST 422
- S T A f H L I T Y A X E S
STATIC TARE 1
QPSF = 6.60
TF.MP B. 88. -







































































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE'NO. 0-1'i"
VSD LL'W SPPEC) W J M O TUNNEL TEST 422



































































































































































REPORT t-'.O. LSUT 422
PAGE NO. .048
VSD LOM SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
S T A T I C TARE 9 .








































































































































































1 . 97f 6
1.7S62
O.V539
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OF POOR QUALITY
P.EPCmT NO. iSWT 422
PAGE NO. U-i'J
VSD LOH SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
















































































































-REK-OK.T NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO.
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABILITY AXES
I STATIC TARE 0
I QPSF = 6.60
6
 TEMP = 8 7 .





CONF= W2B1V1E (O')Hl (1 ,0)





























































































REPORT N'O, LSWT 422
PAGE NO. 051
LOW'SPF.EU W l f J D TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES































































































5 . OB 1 2
4 . V7 1 1
4.9667
4.93-^5






REPORT. NO. L5WT 422
PAGE MO. 052




T E M P = 94.
































































































REPORT NO. ISWT 422
PAGE NO. fl53!




































































































PT ALPHA BFTA CL CO CM CY CRH CYM L/0
REHQRT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. 054
VSO LOW SPEED MI MO TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES
I STATIC TARE 9
. QPSF = 6.60
1 Ti:MP = 91.
r



















































































































































































R E P O R T NO. LSWT 422
PAGfi NO. 055
V S D / L O W SPEHO WIMD TUNNEL TEST 422









C O N K = W2G1V1E(+10}H1 (1,0)


































































































































































REPORT NO. LS4T 422
PAGE NO. Q5fi
VSO LOW SPf fC-D HIND TUNNEL TEST 422









CONF= .H281 VIE ( 1 0 > H 1 ( 1,10)

































































































































































iRFPUI'.T NO. LSWT 422
PAGB NO. 057.
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
S T A T I C TARE 9
QPSF = 6.60
TErtP = 85. -. •




















^ 1 4 -
r 15
r 16




























































































































































. • ' R E P O R T NO. LSWT 422
• PAGE NO. Q5S
VSD LOW S P E E D W I N D T U N N E L ' TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
04/27/73 :
S T A T I C T A R E 9
QPSF = 6.60 RUM NO. 20 .„ '
TEMP = 85 . " ' ' • ' . - • • . ' . - ' . P0= 14.5678 . /
RN/FTXlO-6= 0.461119 VEL-FPS= 74.635 ; M A C H = 0.0667 ; .
CONF= W 2 B 1 V 1 E ( 0 ) H 1
PT A L P H A
1 0.00
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REPORT HO. I.SNT 422
PAGE NO. 05U
VSD LOU SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
STAT IC TARE 9 .
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 85*































































































































































3 . 2 7 :'. k
2.^722
2 .7A55







REPORT NO, LSWT 422
PAGE NO.
VSD LDW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 9-
OPSF = 6.60
TEMP = ' 65. "
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REPORT MO. LSUT 422
PAGE K'O. < «
VSD LOU SPEED HIND TUNNtL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES
STATIC TARE 9
OPSF = 6.60
TEMP = ' 85. '





CONF= W 2 B l V l E ( 1 0 ) H l ( l f - 1 0 )



































































































































































1^-»-•*• >—"— --«-— -^.-^AJ^-
REPORT N'O. LSWT .422
PAGE NO. ptvv
VSO LOW SPEfcO WIMP TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
STATIC T A R E 24
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = • 84. -





CONF= W2B lV lE {10 )H2 ( l f O)



































































































































































RtPORT NO. LSMT 422
PACK *0. 063
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
S T A T I C TARE 24
QPSF = 6.60
TfcHP = • B'». .





PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= W2BlVlE(-10)H2(l . tO.)



















































































































































2 . ^  i.-"; 5
4 . 5 c ;• 4











REPURT HO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. 06-1
VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
..STABILITY A X E S
STATIC T A R E 24
QPSF-" = 6.60
TEMP = ' 66. -





CONF= W 2 6 1 V l E ( 0 ) H 2 ( l t O )

































































































































































R E P O R T r.'O. LSMT 422
PAGE nn. 065
f
VSD LDH SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 0
I. OPSF = 6.60
TEMP = " 68. '










































0 . 042 1
0.0373






















































REPORT NO. LS'WT 422
PAGE NO.
VSO LOW
S T A T I C TARE 0
QPSF = 6.60
£ TEf .P = " 90. -
RN/FTX10-6= 0.455358






































0 . 044 5
0,0405




















































PT ALPHA BETA CL
VEL-FPS= 75.O48






CRM CYM L/D .
OSIGimL
OF POOR QUALRY
s-'.*.tirt.t,:-.r*.A-..>'^ A-Jx'_-^  S..T..J.- ijr'— '•-*J-L-
RFPORT HO. LSWT 422
PAGE" NO. <)
VSO LOVf SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY AXES
f STATIC TARE 0QPSF = 6.60
I TEMP = 90.
I RN/FTX10-&= -0.455358
PT ALPHA BETA CL
75.048
CDNF= VI2B1V1E(0)H2(1,0)



































































































VSO LOW 51'EUD V.'IHD TU.'JNEL TEST 422

















































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. \Q6()
VSD LOW SP?EO HIND TUNMEL TEST A22









I P T ALPHA BETA CL
CONF = H 2 B 1 V 1 E ( 0 ) H 2 ( 1 , 0 )
































.- ' • •
c
' ' ' '




















































••-! ' ' •-' :


















JLIOR1GS?5AL PAGE !SOF POOR QUALITY
RFPORT ^0. LSI-'T 422
PAGE UU.
'070
VSD LOW SPEED WIND''TUMMifL TEST 422
STABILITY AXES
S T A T I C TARE 24
QPSF = 6.60








CONF= W2BlVlE(0)H2r-( l ,10)




















































































































































5 . 40 :• 2
5. 1121
4 . 4?- 3 i
4 , i C V 1
S.^T-B11












VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL








VEL-FPS= 74.922 HACH =
14.53B3
0.0670
t PT ALPHA BETA f.L
UF= W281V1E(-10JH2F(I t lO)



































































































































































REPORT NO. LS'WT 422
PAGE MO. 072
V5D LOW SPEED HIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY AXES
STATIC TARE 24 .
QPSF = 6.60
TF.MP = ' 90. '




























































































































































































REPORT NO. LSVJT 422
PAGE NO.





RN/FTX10-6= 0.455140 VEL-FPS= 75.084
• 04/30/73
. R U N . N O . 35
P0= 14.5236
MACH= 0.0671
PT ALPHA B.FTA CL
CONF= W2B1V1E(0)H2F(2,0)
















































































































































































































.^•_,^^-- «^..^ -,-.. ••^.^^J.i-F
RFPOKT MO. LSVT 422
PAGE NO.
VSO LOW SPEH0 WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
- S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
S T A T I C T A R E 0
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 93.





CONF= W2B1V1E(0 )H2F(2 ,0 )




























































































RL-PQRT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. n7=i
VSD LOV.' SPEED HIMO TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 0
QPSF = 6.60
I TT:MP '.= 93.










































































































REPORT NO, IS1-.'! 422
PAGE NO. 7(}
VSO LOW SPEED WIIMO TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES
S T A T I C TARE 0
GHSF = 6.60
TtMP = 93.
RN/FTX10-6= 0.4f>0350 VEL-FPS= 75.564
04/30/73
RUN NO. 38
P0= 14. 41 Oft
MACH= 0.0676




































































































; . REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE IMO.
VSD LOW SPEED WIf. 'D TU'INEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
I STATIC TARE 0








CO.MF= W 2 B l V l E J O ) H l F ( 2 t O )


















































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. '
VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST
; . STABIL ITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 0
QPSF = 6.60
TtNP = 9 5 .

































































































REPORT MO. LS.WT 422
PAGE NO.
VSD LOW SPtEO WIND TUNNEL TEST 422








































































































RFfPOKT MO. LS'.JT 422
PAGE NO.
VSD LCW SPEED WIND TUNNEL. TEST 422
" "STABIL ITY AXES




TEMP = 95. , P0 =
RN/FTXlO-6= 0,448123 V£L-FPS= 75.728 MACH=
CONF- W 2 t t l . V l E ( G ) H I F ( 2 f O )


























































































































































































REPORT '10. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. , ,c?< :
VSD LOV! SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 4 22































































































































































5 « i BS 4
4.4026
3. 95 £3













VSD LOW SPEFD WIND TUNNEL T E S T 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S .
STATIC TARE 44
OPSF = 6.60
TtMP = 90. .
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7 • '• '-
y.'f.A
, . . - , 2
( • •, 4
, •' ••' 4
i, ., J 4
1,1 • *"
, . , .-, 9
; . •' 1





R E P O R T - N O . LSWT 422
PAGE NO.
 MCA.
VSD LOW SPEED WIMO TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 0
QPSF - 6.60










































































































VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422




; TEMP = .92.











































































































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE .KO.





RN/FTX10-6= 0.451348 VEL-FPS= 75.503
CONF= W 2 B 1 V 1 E J 1 0 ) S C 1




































































































































































KT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE M O . n -
VSD .LO'.-t SPEED KIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES
•" STATIC TARE 44
QPSF = 6.60
T E M P = 90.
RN/FTX10-6= 0.45343B VEL-FPS= 75.366
04/30/73















































































































































































REK1KT Mf). ISWT 422
PAGE HO.
•,oss
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES
. ... ' ' 04/30/73
S T A T I C TARE 44 . ^
-. Q?SE = 6.60 . •-. RUN NO. 50
T E M P = • 92. ' P0 = 14.4057
• RN/FTX10-6= 0.451316 VEL-FPS= 75.508 MACH= 0.0ft 75
: ' ' - •... . . / - • : . • • :


















































































































































































VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
I S T A T I C TARE 0 . -
*' GPSF = 6.60
r TEMP 92. • . ' ' : ' :





f PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= W2E51V1E(0)SC2







































0 . 028 0
0.0304






















































REPORT NO. LSV'T 422
PAGE. NO.
VSD LOU SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422




























































































REPORT MO. LSHT 422
PAGE NO.-
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S •-.
STAT IC T A R E 0
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = '• -92. '
RI\!/FTX10-6= 0.451267




























































































































REPORT MO. LSHT 422
PAGE MO. fl9'.>
VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABILITY A X E S
STATIC TAKE 0
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 92. '






PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= W 2 B 1 V 1 E ( 0 ) S C 3


















































































































VSD LIJH SPC-f-10 WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
STATIC TARE 0
QPSF = 6.60
TEr'.P = ' 92. '
RN/FTX10-6= 0.451364 VEL-FPS= 75.500





; . PT A L P H A B E T A CL CD CM CY CRM C YM L/D •
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RKPC1RT MD. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. p9-l-
VSD LDW SPEtO WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
STATIC TARE 0
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = ' 92.































































































^- . • i -
REPORT NO.
P A G E NO.
LSWT 422
vsn ..LOW .SPEED MIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y -AXES
STATIC TAf*£ 44
QPSF .= 6.60






V£l-FPS= 75.506 MACH= 0.0675
CONF= U2B1V1E(0)SC2


































































































































































RC-I'ORT NO. ISVIT 4??.
PAGE HO.
VSD LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL TEST 422




RN/FTX10-6= 0.451348 VEL~FPS= 75.503
COt)F= H2B1V1E(10)SC3
04/30/73
. RUN NO. 5B
P0= 14.4057
MACH= 0.0675
































































































































































































VSD LOW SPM-D W I N D T U N N E L TEST 422





















/ r l A l t ' — O = U . ' t J l J iO V C L - r K 5 = f P






































































































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. p
VSD LOV! SPEED HIMD TUW4EL TEST 4 ?2
STABIL ITY A X E S
I STATIC TARe 60
r














































































































































































P.frPOrtT NO. LS'-H 422
P&.GL- MO. 099
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUK'HEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
S T A T I C TAKE 61 .
OPSF = 6.60
TtMP = 9 1 .





COMF= W 2 B 1 V 1 E J O J G C 3

























































































































































































R K P O R T NO
PAGE NO.
422
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422







































































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE MO.
VSO L-OH SPEED WlN'D TUNNEL TEST 422 *
STABILITY AXES
S T A T I C TARE 0 .
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = " 91.
RN/FTX10-6= 0.452027
PT ALPHA BETA CL
VEl-FPS= 75.495


































































































REPORT HO. LSHT 422
PAGE MO.
VSU LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES
>. STATIC TARE 0
. C'PSF = 6.60
f TEMP = " 94. '
RN/RX10-6= 0.44«>J96 VEL-FPS= 75.703
CONF= W2B1V1E(0)GC2































































































RF.PQRT NO. LSU'T 422
PAGE NO. ;[()3
VSD .LOW SPF.HD HIND TUNNEL TEST 422




RH/FT X10-6= -0 .446824
!PT ALPHA BETA CL
VEL-FPS= 75.843
CONF= W281V1E(0)GC2












































































































REPORT NO. ISWT 422
PAGE NO. 10-i




TEUP = • 95. -


















































































































































































TEMP = 93. A
RN/FTX10-6= 0.449649V VEL-Ff»S= 75.649
CONF= W2B1V1E(-10)GC2
04/30/73
. RUN NO. 67
P0= 14.3713
MACH= 0.0676

































































































































































RCPCKT HO. LSWT 422
PA.GE NO. • i.n:»j
VSO LOW SfJ"E:-D KINO TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXES
STATIC TARE 1
OPSF » 6.60




RN /FTX10-6= 0.445J 6 C O \ 'tL-l-Hi= 75.^41 NACH= O.U677 »•















































































































































































VSD LOW SPFC-0 WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
















































































































































































VSU LOW SPFEO HIND T'J'JNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY AXES
STATIC TARE 24
QPSF = . 6.60 .^
TEMP = '94. \





CONF= W 2 P l V l t f (-

































































































































































R E P f J K T MO. LSI-IT 422
'PAGE NO.
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUWMDL T tST









; / . -

































































































































































. REPORT MO. LSWT
PAGb NO. vj.()
VSD LOW SPEEf; WIND TUNNEL TEST 422




RN/FTX10-6= 0.452976 Vt£L-FPS=. 75.443
05/02/73




































































































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
VAGS NO. .
VSD LOW SPf:ED MINO TUMNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S .
STAT1.C TARE 72 .'
OPSF a 6.60
T6MP = 90.





PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= HlBlVie<0)H2F(l,10)
































































































































































NO. ' L S W T 422
PAGE N'O. Y o
VSO LOW SPFEO WIND TUNNEL TFST 422









PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= W1B1V1E(0)H2F(1,0)








































































































































































.REPORT HO. LSWT 422
'PAGE NO. £j o















































































































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. ' . .
VSD LOW SPtED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 0
QPSF = 6.60
T E M P - 102.







































































































VSD LOW SPEED HIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 0 !
GPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 104.





PT ALPHA HETA CL
COMF = W1B1V1E(0)
























































































REPf)«T NO. LSWT 422
PAGC NO.
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUMNEL TEST 422





































































































.REPORT NO. L S W T 422
PAGE NO. j J 7
VSO LOW S P E E D - W I N D TUNNEL TEST 422
STABILITY AXES
STATIC TARE 75
QPSF = 6.60 ;
TEMP = 104.
RN/FTX10-6= 0.438486









































































































































































































PAGE ND. jj g
VSO LOW SPEfcO WINU TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y
STATIC TARE 75
= 6.60
TEHP = 10 A.
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' REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. 1
VSO LOVT SPEED WIND Tl.'NNEL TEST 422










































































































































































. ORIGINAL PAGE IB
OF POOR QUALITY'
REPORT NO. LS'.VT 422
' PAGE NO. O
VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUMNEl TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y AXFS
STATIC TARE 81 •
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 102.








































































































































































REPORT HO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. '
VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STAFHLITY A X E S
STATIC TARE 81
QPSF = . 6.60
TEMP = 103.



























A L P H A
0.00















B E T A
0.00

























































































































































.RtfPO!<T NIT. LSWT 422
P A G E NO. 122
VSD LOH_SI'f:Ei> NINO TUNNEL TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
S T A T I C TAKE 0
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 1 0 2 .





PT ALPHA OETA CL
CONF = W l B l V l E ( 0 ) f i C 2
















































































































.REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. 190
'










PT ALPHA bETA CL
CONF= V.'1B1V1E(0>GC2














































































































•REPORT NO. ISWT 422
P A G E NU. i£-l
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422


































































































R E P O R T NO. LSHT 422
PAGE NO. 125
VSO LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422









PT ALPHA BETA CL
'CONF= W1B1V1E(0)GC3



































































































































































































































/Yi'rr ""'' --i-i-:' .-, -
J.^».-1 -.-V.'.. ._-*.,--,
±&s*^s' t . t . "^~t .
/ • '
R6POKT MO. LSWT 422
. . PAGE NO. 126
SD LOW SPEED W I M P T U N N E L TEST 422
S T A B I L I T Y A X E S
• • - . . - - 05/02/73
RUN NO. 88
. " ' " • - . - . . • - • •
' - ' . ; - . " ' - P0= 14.4008
4118 VEL-FPS= 75.987 MACH= 0.0679
. CONF= W 1 B 1 V L E ( 0 ) G C 1


























































































































































0.0077 l . V O V i
0.0026 1.7456
0.0014 l.OOBS
• " • - . -
I
tVSD LOW SPFED W I N O
S T A B I L I T Y
STATIC TARE 89
.OPSF = 6.60 . .
TEMP '«= 90.
RN/FTX10-6= 0.453868 V£L-FPS=
R E P O R T NO. LbWT 422
PACK NO. 127
T U N N E L TEST 422





















































































































































































.REPORT NO. LSHT 422
'PAGE NO. • .o
VSl) LOW SPEED -HIMO TUf.'NEL TEST 422




RN/FTXlO-6 = 0.453884 VEL-FPS= 75.292
05/02/73
' RUN NO. 90
P0= 14.4302
MACH= 0.0673
PT /ALPHA BETA CL
-COMF=-B1V1GC2
;
















































































































'RtPOKT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE WO.










PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF = B1V1GC2
















































































































•REPORT NO. LSHT 422
PAGt-: Nil.
















































































































.REPORT MO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO.
VSD LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNfcL TEST 422










PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= B1V1





































































































KT NO. LSWT 422
PACtf M O . - 2










PT ALPHA BfcTA CL
CONF= B1V1




























































































REPORT HO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. 130
VSO LUi-l SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABIL ITY A X E S .
STATIC TARE 0 • •
QPSF * 6.60
TEMP = 99.



















































0 . 064 5 -
0.0645















































1 . i '-•(-.•








'REPORT MO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO,
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422.
STABIL ITY AXES
S T A T I C TARE 96
QPSF = 6.60
TfMP = 100.









































































































































































1 . H.6V 7
1.4231
1.5672







^ - ' . ' !
Gi?§>sL FAGS
OF POOR QU&in
REPORT HO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO.
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422




RN/FT.X10-6= 0.466574 VEL-FPS* 74.288
















































































































































































REPORT NO. ISWT 422
PAGE tai. >




TEKP = " 80.





PT ALPHA BETA CL
W2BlV lE fO)SCl


























































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO,
VSO LOW SPEED WIK'O TUNNEL TEST 422
STABILITY AXES
STATIC TARE 99
OPSF = 6.60 :-
TEMP = 94.






I- PT ALPHA BETA CL
H2B1V1E(10)SC2










































































































































































REPORT NO. LSHT 422
PAGE fcf).




TEMP - 94. -
RN/FTX10-6= 0,451665












































































































































































RFPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE N'D.




TEMP = 94. '





PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= WIB1V1E(0)SC2



























































































































































2 i 0 2 t 7
1 . S6<"-2
l'.-2G2$
REPORT HO, LSWT 422
PAGE 110.
VSD LOU SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
STABILITY AXES
STATIC TAP.E 0
QPSF = 6.60 ,
TEMP « 94.





r PT ALPHA BETA CL
CONF= WIB1V16(0)SC2


























































































R E P O R T NO. LSWT 422
P A C K NO, 1,11






I P T ALPHA BETA CL
VEL-FPS* 75.289


































































































PAGt- *.'0. , . io
•VSO LOW SPEffO WIND TUNNEL TEST 422.
BUOY A X E S




























































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO.. - 4 *3
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
.BOOY AXES •
STATIC TARE 0
OPSF = 6.60 ..'":•
TEMP = 105.'
























































































REPOKT K'O. .LSHT 422
PAGE N'U. 1-1.1
VSn LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
































































































REPCWT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. j:.if>'
VSD LOU SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S
STATIC TAKt 0
QPSF = 6.60
TE?-'P = ' 107. '





PT ALPHA BETA CN
CONF= W2B1V1E(0)



















































































R6PDRT NO. LSHT 422
PAGE NO. "
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY AXES
STATIC T A R E 0
OPSP = 6.60
TEMP =• 107..
























































































REPORT MO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. ..
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUMNtL TEST A22









PT. ALPHA BETA CfJ
CONF= W281V1E(0)























































































RFPORT MO. LSWT 422
PAGt kCl. v*o"
VSO L,OW SPEED WIND TUNNEL T E S T 422
BUOY AXES
STATIC TARE 1
1 OPSF = 6.60
TEMP = ' 87. -
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VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S .
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QPSF = 6.60
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CA CM CY CRM CYK
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REPORT K'O. LSHT 422
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RH/FTX10-6= 0.464529 VEL-FPS= 74.403
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VSD LOW S-PC-ED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S
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VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S
S T A T I C T A R E 9
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TEMP = 87.-
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VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
1
 . -' BODY AXES
STAT IC TARE 9
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP - 85.
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S T A T I C T A R E 9
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BODY AXES
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QPSF = 6.60
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CONFe V. '2B1V1E(0)H2<1 ,0)
P0= 14.5383
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i - ' . BODY A X E S
• ' 04/27/73
STATIC TARE 24 . :
OPSF = 6.60 . RUN NO. 32
. - " • ' . . . - ' • ' : * ' • '
' TEKP = 88 . - . - ' . • • P0= 14.5383
RN/FTXJ.0-6* 0..457539 ,VEL-FPS= 74.901 . HACH= 0.0670
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RN/FTX10-6= 0.457409 VEL-FPS= 74.922
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VSD LOW SPF.BD WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY AXES
STATIC T A K E 24
QPSF = 6.60
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REPORT NO. LSWT 422
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VSD LPW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY AXES
STATIC TARE 35
i QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = ' 90. '
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RM/FTX10-6= 0.450414 VEL.-FPS= 75.554
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RUN NO. 3*>
P()= 14. 410 ft
MACH= 0.0676
PT ALPHA BETA CN
« H2B1V1E(0)H2F(2,0)
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REPORT NO. LSWT 422
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VSD LOW SPHEO WIN) TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY AXES
S T A T I C TARE 0 :
QPSF = 6.60
T E M P •= 93. -
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BODY A X E S
\ STAT IC TARE 0
| OPSF = 6.60
I TEMP = " 95. "
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BODY AXES
STATIC TARE 43
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TEMP = ' 95. •
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OF POOR QUALITY
<VSD LOW S P E E D W I N ' D
• BODY AXES
S T A T I C TARE 4'.
QPSF « 6.60 ; . - . . ' . . ' .
REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. •:
 r
T U N N E L TEST 422
: . 04/30/73
RUN NO. 44
T E M P B - 90. .
RN/FTX10-6 = 0.453471 VEL-FPS= 75.361
P0= 14.4057
MACH= 0.0674
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REPORT NO. LSWT 422
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VSD-LDW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
ROOY A X E S
S T A T I C TARE 0
QPSF = 6 . 6 0 . • -
TEMP = " 92. "
RN/PTX10-6= 0.451332 VELrFPS= 75.506
04/30/73
RUN NO. 45 .
P0= 14.4057
MACH= 0.0675
PT ; ALPHA BETA CN
GONF= W2B1V1E(0)SC1




















































































VSD L.OW SPEED HIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S
I STATIC TARE 0
| OPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 92. '





PT ALPHA BETA CN
CONF= W2B1V1E(0)SC1
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VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S
STATIC: TARE- o-
QPSf: a 6.60
I TEMP = • 92. .
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T E M P = ' 92. '
RN/FTX10-6= 0.451348 VEL-FPS= 75.503
04/30/73
RUN HO ... 48
PU= 14.4057
MACH= 0.0675
PT ALPHA BETA CN
CONF= W 2 B 1 V 1 E ( 1 0 ) S C 1
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^ PAGE NO. ^<}ft
' VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
' . . . - • • ' • BODY AXES
• ' • • - ' " -•-''-•: r : • ' - . . . • • • • • ' • • : . 04/30/73
STAT IC TARE 44 .
. QPSF; = 6.60 -. . RUN NIT. 49
TEMP = ' 90. ' • ' """ P0 = 14.4057
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VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST
BODY AXES
S T A T I C TARE 44
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 92.
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REPORT NO. LSWT 422
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S T A T I C TARE 0 . ' : . -
QPSF = 6.60
TEMP = 92.
RN/FTX10-6= 0.451267 VEL-FPS= 75.516
CONF= H2B1V1E(0)SC2
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14 . 405 7
0.067"?
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VSD LOW SPEED HIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S
STATIC TARE 0,
QPSF = 6.60
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TEMP = 92.
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' , K E P O K T NO. LSWT 422
! •' . ^ . . P A G O NO. j.g£
1 . . ,-•''./
',- VSD LOW/SPEED W I N D T U N N E L T E S T 422
r ' / / BODY AXES '
04/30/73
STATT.C TAR6. 44.. - . .
QPST- = 6.60, . . ; • " RUN MO. 57'
• T E M P = 92. • P0 = 14.4057
RIM/FTX10-6= 0.451332 VEL-FPS= 75.506 . MACH= 0.0675
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[ ' • REPORT NCI. LSWT 422
f PAGE NO. 19J)
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I dP VSO LOW SPEED WINO TUNNEL TEST 422
: BUOY A X E S
; ' . . ' - . - • . . - : 04/30/73
STATIC TARE 44 ' .
1
 QPSF = 6.60 . ' . . " • R U N N O . 5 8
, TBMP = 9 2 . P0= 14.4057-
RN/FTX10-6= 0.451348 VEL-FPS= 75,503 HACH= 0,0675 '
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^ VSD LOW SPEED W I N D T U N N E L TEST 422
, .. BODY .AXES .
1 ' ••""" 04/30/73
S S T A T I C TARE 44 •
QPSF = 6.60 ;; RUN NO, 59
T6MP = 92. P0= 14.4057
RN/FTX10-6= 0.4513JL6. VELrFPS= 75.508 HACH= 0.0675
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ORIGINAL PAGE
OF POOR
'•• • ' ' * . .
"* R E P O R T MO. LSWT 422
: ' . ; ' - • P A G E N O . 2()i
•V : • • ' '
\ VSD LOW SPEED W I N D T U N N E L TEST 422
BODY A X E S
' ' .'" 04/30/73
STATIC TARE 60
TEMP = 91. P0= 14.3860,
R(M/FTX10-6= U.45214d VEL-FPS= 75.475 MACH= 0.0675
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RBPORT MO. LSWT 422
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PT ALPHA BETA CN
H2B1V1E(0)GC3
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VSO LOW S P E E D W I N D T U N N E L TEST 422 .
: . t B O D Y A X E S . . . . ; . ' • • .
- 04/30/73
STATIC TARE 62. •.•'.
OPSF = 6.60 - : - • . . - R U N N O . 6 2
T E M P =' 91." '" '• P0= 14.3811 .
RN/FTX10-6 = 0.452027 VEL-FPS= 75.495 HACH= 0.0675
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CONF= H2B1V1E(10)GC2
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. RN/FT-Xl'0-fr- 0^,449849 VEL-FPS* 75.649
T . 04/30/73
• R U N N O . 6 7
P0= 14.3713
MACH= 0.0676
PT ALPHA BETA CN CA
W2B1V1E(-10)GC2
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STAT IC TARE 1
CPSF = 6.60
.. ' : REPORT NO. LSrfT *»22
PAGE NO. ^ 20.0
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST .422 . . •




kN/FTX10-6= 0.448670 VEL-FPSa 75,741
P0 = 14.3615
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PT ALPHA BETA CN
CONF= W261V1E(0)H2F( 1.-10)
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PT ALPHA BETA CN
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PT ALPHA .BETA CN
CONF= W2BlVlE(10)H2F(l f-10)
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VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422





' TEMP = 90.
': RN/FTX10-6= 0.452976 - VEL-FPS*
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CONF= WlBlV lE{0)H2F<l t iO)
05/02/73
RUN NO. 73
P0= 14. 36 !•>•
MACHa O.O675
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W1B1V1E(0)H2F(1,0)
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OF POOR ..QUALITY 1
REPOKT NO. L S W T 422
PAGE NU.





RN/FTX10-6- 0.4384f?6 .VEL-FPS= 76.433
CONF= WIBIVIE(O)
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I VSD LOW SPEED WIND
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 . BODY AXES
STATIC TARE 75
QPSF = 6.60
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RN/FTXlO-6= 0.438675 VEL~FPS=
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; 'REPORT NO. L S W T 422
! , PAGE NO. 22-1
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 VSO LOW SPEED W I N D T U N N E L TEST 422
. . . BODY A X E S ; : .
'-"•' 05/02/73
; STATIC TARE 81
QPSF = 6.6:0. .... .. RUN NO. 83
TFMP = 103. P0= 14.3811
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SREPUKT NO. LSWT 422
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VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BUDY AXES
STATIC TARE 0
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TEMP = 103.
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f RN/FTX10-6= 0.453868 VEL-FPS= 75.295 M A C H = 0.0673
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REPORT NO. LSK'T 422
PAGE NO.
VSD LOU SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
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R E P O R T NO. L S H T 422
PAGH NO. 233





RN/FTX10-6= 0,451696 VEL-FPS= 75.445
05/02/73






















































































'RKPOKT NO. L S W T 422
PAGE NO. 23-1





RN/FTX10-6= 0.447576 VEL-FPS= 75,715
CONF= BIVI


























































































—REPOKT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO. 235
VSO LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST
BODY A X E S '
STATIC TARE 0
OPSF = : 6.60
TEMP = 97.

























































































REPOKT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO.


































































































 H E P O K T NO. L S W T 422
. ' . . . PAGE NO. 237
* ' " ' • . . ' .
> VSD LOW SPEED W I N D T U N N E L TEST 422
BODY A X E S . . . . . . ;
05/02/73
'
 T c i n 1nn - PU= 14.4302 . „ . . ' • •
RN/FTXlO-6='o.443504 _ .; VEL-FPS= 75.987 MACH=: 0.067^
 ;,
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. . - . _ . ?
PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALSTY
. . VSO LOW SPEED WIND
.... ... . BODY AXES
STATIC TARE 97
OPSF =r 6.60 .
TEMP a 80.
RN/FTX10-6= 0.466574 VEL-FPS=
REPORT t!C). LSWT 422
. •' PAGE NO. 238
TUNNEL TEST 422 . ..:._ . ' . . . . ' .;. " .
, { 05/02/73
:,:...' .. . . RUN NO. 97> ;."••;
. P0= 14.5628 .
74.288 MACH= 0.0664
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REPORT M3. LS'VT 422
PAGE' NO. 239



































































































REPORT K'O. LSWT 422
PAGE NO.




















































































































































TEMP «= 94. •"•-
RN/FTX10-6= 0.451601 >EL-FPS= 75.250
CONF= W2B1V1E(1C)SC2










L S W T 422
'2-11
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422
BODY AXES .
STATIC TARE 99
OPSF = 6.60 ;
TEMP a 94. :



























































































































































REPORT NO. LSWT 422
PAGE NO.




TEMP = 9 4 .




MACH.a 0 .0.67 3
PT ALPHA BETA CN
CONF= WIB1V1E(0)SC2

















































































































































REPORT NO. LS.WT 422
PAGE NO. "243
VSD LOH SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST 422.




RN/FTX10-6= 0.451585 VEL-FPS= 75.253-
''•••:: 05/02/75
RUN-NO, 102
• • < • P 0 = 14.5628
HACH=- .0.0673
PT ALPHA BETA CN
CONF= WIB1V.1E(0)SC2
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- • ' . - , . . REPORT N O . LSWT 4 2 2
PAGE NO. 2-M
VSD LOW SPEED WIND TUHNEL TEST 422
BODY A X E S ' • • • - • ' • " .
. 05/02/73
STATIC TARE 0
QPSF = 6.60 . RUN NO. 103
TEMP = 94. ' "•-. • ' • : • ' • • • PQ= 14.5481 , .
RM/FTX10-6= 0.,4-5136-e- ' • V&L-FP-S- 75.2B9 MACH= 0.0673 .
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•-• 0.0037
O.O038
0.0062
O.CX)86
0.0087
O.OOH8
0.0065
0.. 002-0
0.00«7:
CM
-0.3097
-0.3095
-0.3078
-0.3065
-0.3110
-0.3131
-0.312R
-0.3166
. -0.31.34
cv
-0.0016
. 0.0998
0.0696
0.0312
0.0033
-0.0453
-0.0673
-0.1031
-0.0124
CRM
-0.0015
0.0122
0.0070
0.0026
-0.0006
-0.0029
-0.0076
-0.0131.
o.oooy,
CYM
0.0001
-0.0250
-0.0174
-0.0090
-0.0005
0.0097
Q..0175
.0.0252
O.UOJL5
